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Weekly Speech of Mehdi Samee
Iran, after US intervention of Iraq
By Leila Jadidi: Rulers of Iranian regime have dugin as both the governments of Iraq and Lebanon
stagger and stumble under waves of popular protest.
These antigovernment protests have also shown
hostility toward Iranian rulers. Consequently, the
regime interests are at risk…Continued on page 2

Let me first address Khamenei's talk about
developments in the uprisings of the Iraqi and
Lebanese people. In his remarks, Khamenei blasted
about national security and law. He spoke as if he
abides law while he has a position and authority
above the law. In a military ceremony, Khamenei
said: "The enemy seeks to undermine the legal
structures of Iraq and Lebanon”. Let’s pause here:
Khamenei mercenaries, who obstruct the legal
process, are in both Lebanon and Iraq. Hezbollah is
practically infiltrating and threatening to block
many processes taking place in Lebanon, as well as
Khamenei's mercenaries in Iraq (forces known as
Hashid al-Shaabi).
But again, in his perpetual way of creating an
enemy, he said: “The main factor and cause of these
dangerous betrayals and hatreds”. We can see how
he calls the movement of people's litigation and the
movement of people's justice and the movement of
people's liberation, “betrayal” and “hatred”. He says
the perpetrators of these treacherous acts are known
and the US and Western intelligence services are
backing them by money from some countries in the
region, he means Saudi Arabia. He claims the same
about the Mass uprising in Iran which took place 2
years ago. Continued on page 2
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Weekly speech from page 1…Khamenei and his
despotic regime connect every liberation
movement to the” US and Saudi Arabian
Dictators”. These movements always get
associate with the foreign enemy in order to
confront with people's movement. Dictators, in
general, when confronted with the people's
movements, always associate them with the
foreign enemy.
Khamenei himself is a symbol of insecurity and
lawlessness in countries like Iraq. Khamenei
and the Iranian regime in general are the main
factor of the instability that ensued, the
sectarian wars, the intensification of religious
conflicts that arose after the occupation of Iraq.
That is why Khamenei orders and commands
and recommends his criminal gangs such as
Hashed al-Sha'abi,”First, you must quiet the
movement, then people can put forward their
demands”. This is Khamenei's constant
scheming, and that is why he has created and
hired these criminal groups known as the
Hashal al-Shaba'i for years against the Iraqi
people. After the US intervention and
occupation of Iraq, and their inability to resolve
the conflicts that existed many power
authorities gradually gave way to Khamenei's
rise to power, at its peak during the rule of
Nouri al-Maliki. But the good thing is that the
Iraqi people, especially in the areas where
considered to be the area where the regime was
influenced, Shiites, they joined the movement
in Baghdad and in Najaf in Karbala in Basra.
And same glorious movements in Lebanon.
Transcribed by Farshid Farshidi, Translated from
Farsi to English by Iran Real Press

from page 1… It is for that
reason
that
Ayatollah
Khamenei
inveighed against the protests, a signal of
the danger he sees lurking in them.
Khamenei, as usual claimed, “The U.S.
and Western intelligence agencies, with
the help of money from regional countries,
are instigating unrest in the region”.
Officials and conservative commentators
in Iran have branded the uprisings as
“sedition”, a term they used for domestic
antigovernment demonstrations in 2009
and 2017. Those protests in Iran and Arab
countries today are rooted in the economy,
unemployment, and frustration at
governmental corruption.
A number of news media around the world
are reporting on the events. The New York
time writes “Khamenei said in his speech
that he had ordered security forces to be on
alert to counter the uprisings. His
comments suggested he may have wanted
Iran’s Shiite proxies in Iraq and Lebanon
to attack the crowds. The Hezbollah
organization in Lebanon and many proIranian militias in Iraq operate under the
guidance of Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary
Guards Corps”.

In the Media
FP: Iran Is Losing the Middle East, Protests in Lebanon and Iraq
Bloomberg: Protests raging against ruling elite, including Iran allies
7Day news: Iran-Backed Militias Respond to Calls for Change by Attacking Protesters
USA: Iraq, protests accompanied by anti-Iran chants, “Iran out, out! Iraq will remain free
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A Political Earthquake in the Middle East
By: Mansoor Aman
Wednesday, November 08, 2019
Published in Iran Nabard and Jonge Khabar
A political earthquake in the Middle East has
shaken the foundations of the Islamic
caliphate of the velayat-e faqih regime.
Rulers of Iran have spent billions of dollars
to develop their foreign influence and build
bases to maintain and enforce it. Now,
millions of protesters are taking to the streets
of the capitals targeting them.

religious propaganda, assassination and
aggressive propagation of its ideology to a
level of political power and influence. People
have seen how the ruling elite, of every
religion and ethnicity, are immersed in
corruption and wealth. They have seen how
the representatives of this branch and that
branch set up their own shops. The economic
pressure and corruption of the rulers have
stirred up contradictions that neither
yesterday's tribal or tribalism nor the
oppression and killing of today can be
covered and suffocate.

The uprisings that began sporadically in Iraq
and Lebanon against poverty, unemployment
and government unfair disruption of services
are now targeting the overall political order.
In Baghdad and Beirut, Basra and Tripoli,
demonstrators are not only demanding the
overthrow of the government but are pushing
for the abolition of a quota-political-sectarian
order that originates in the provincial
governorate's regime, as well.
Religious and ethnic affiliations in this
system constitutes politics and political
power. Political parties and political groups
appear on political scene in the role of
representatives of followers of a particular
religion or ethnicity. Thus, the quota order
implies to the people that their religious
orientation is their political identity and that
their religious insight determines their status,
and affiliation in the political and class ranks.
This corrupt system is the window through
which the Islamic regime of Iran enters the
political and social environment of Iraq and
Lebanon. They do so through massive
financial spillover, recruitment, bombing of

Attacks of protesters on consulate of Iranian
Regime and its blockade in Karbala are, in
every sense, a powerful symbol of this
change.
Karbala, where bears great amount of
religious propaganda and has an unparalleled
position in its campaign to arouse emotion,
mobilize power and gain legitimacy
throughout the Shiite world, has been
confronted by anger by these uninvited
guests Tehran’s caliphs have called on
pilgrims not …continue on page 3…
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A political earthquake from page 3… to
travel to Karbala and those still present to
leave Karbala "as soon as possible"

refugees. Turkey's invasion of Syria will also
open the Iranian regime's hands to continue
supporting dictator Bashar al-Assad.

What goes on in Baghdad, Karbala, and
Nasiriyah and is stepped on and thrown
away, being trampled on and besieged is the
bloody and devastating aspirations of an
overburdened regime with the help of oil
dollars, militarism, and religious intolerance.
The regime would lose as much as it has put
it shares in sectarian order.

By condemning the Syrian Kurdistan strikes,
I believe the call for a "No flight zone" by a
number of PKK activists is the most urgent
measure to contain Erdogan's aggression and
prevent the killing of civilians. This desire is
justified and the international community can
be pressured to do so.

Military invasion of Syrian
Kurdistan is a war crime!

Written by: Mehdi Samee
October 23, 2019
Translated Farsi to English by Iran Real Press

The Turkish military has launched a military
assault on Syrian Kurdistan (Rojava) by
Erdogan's order. In the wake of this criminal
act, men and women in the region have
mounted heroic resistance. At the same time,
widespread protests around the world have
been
ongoing.
Supporters
include
progressive
forces,
human
rights
organizations, and Kurds around the world,
including Kurdish compatriots, who
rightfully condemned this war crime.
Erdogan's government defends and follows
the chauvinistic thinking of the Muslim
Brotherhood, within the dream of reviving
the Ottoman Empire. This is similar to
religious supreme leader regime of Iran to
plan and created an “Islamic State” and a
“Shiite Crescent” whose heart and brain are
in Khamenei’s establishment.
Turkish-dominated border crossing on
Syrian-Kurdish soil and the deportation of
millions of homeless Syrian refugees who
have fled their country due to the crackdown
on Damascus butchering, intensify ethnic
tensions and hatred and victimize Syrian
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